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13. CHILDREN'S MULTIMODAL MEANING MAKING
Gil'illg Voice to Childrell through Drawing and .'lIOIylelfing

RI:I'RI:SENTINC, COMMUNICi\TIN(; i\ND INTERPRETING USING
i\RTISTIC DISCOURSE

The assumption that language is a communicational and representational medium
which can adequately express anything we might think, feel, sense, say or write has
been criticised by a number of key thinkers throughout history. In the early part of
the 20th century, for example, Langer (1942) highlighted that the expression of
ideas often is too subtle or too abstract for speech. She described non-discursive
forms of thinking (i.e .. art, music, dance, drama) as being particularly well suited to
such forms of non-figurative communication.
In the arts, the predominant form of information processing often is through
non-verbal domains. Such processing involves encoding still and moving images,
sound/music, gesture, body language and movement in space (Eisner, 2001; Sweet,
1996: Wright, 2003a). Non-verbal encoding engages a special kind of thinking,
feeling and understanding. Often sllch engagement is multi modal, integrating
several forms of understanding~visual-spatial imagery, ideas, feelings and
sensory modalities (Kendrick & McKay, 2004; Thompson, 1995; Wright, 2003b).
Although young children regularly engage in multi modal expression through
musie, dance. drama and a range of other disciplines, the focus of this chapter
is on children's meaning making and meaning communication through drawing
and storytelling.
Our participation in the arts involves meaning making and meaning
interpretation using a wide range of representational texts. We form representations
by working to a system of signs. Signs may be words,
gestures, sounds,
music, numbers or anything from which meaning may be generated, and in which
multiple ways of knowing may occur. Sign systems form the basis for creative and
critical thought processes (Eco, 1976), and each sign system ofters a distinct form
of meaning making (Eisner, 1994). Whether painting a picture, composing music,
creating a dance. refining a dramatic enaction, or participating in other forms of
artistic expression, representation involves: (I) turning actions into images and/or
sounds; and (2) sequencing actions, images and/or sounds in relationships.
Cross-domain or multimodal understanding involves not only differentiating and
consolidating the separate meanings of different forms of symbolising, but also
seeing connections between them (Dyson. 1986, 1992). Children learn to move
among sign systems in their meaning making. They choose the system that is most
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efll::ctive for a particular form of cOl1lmunication, and select what and how they
want to represent something in a particular context (Kendrick & McKay, 200-1:
Short, Kautrman, & Kahn, :::000). In the process, they invent connections, whereby
the content of one sign system is mapped onto the expression plane of another.
such as drawing, story tell ing and the use of sound effects or gesture (Siegel. 1(95).
In this way, children not only make representations. they also manipulate
representations in abstract ways. They speak the discourse of art. music. dance or
drama through sensory. tactile. aesthetic, expressive and imaginative forms of
understanding (Wright. :::003a). As such, they become authors of a number of texts,
using a range or symbol systems and voices of communication (Cope & Kalalltzis.
2000: Eisner, 1994: New London Group. 1996: Kress, 2000b: Wright. 2003h). At
a very young age, they are active participants in ll1ultimodalllnderstanding, moving
bet\veen a number of symhol systems to communicate and interpret meaning.

Children's IHllliiflloda/ Depictiol1s ojFlIllIres
This chapter reports a segment of the results from a large research project that
surfaced the "voices" of over a hundred 5- to 8-year-old children in their depiction
of the abstract concept, F/lillres~-children's drawings and associated stories
or what they think the future may be like. A complete description of the
research design is provided in Wright (2005). In brief: on a one-to-one basis (i.e.,
interviewer-child). each child drew a picture using white A3 paper and a set of
coloured felt pens. They were encouraged to discuss their drawing while they
worked, and also had the opportunity to tell a story at the completion of their
drawing. The interviewer asked open-ended questions, seeking c1aritication and
extension of the child's images and stories. To elieit the key focus of the content.
each child was asked to give his/her artwork a title.
The sessions were video-recorded to capture the children's language, gestures.
hody language and laeial expressions in relation to their uni()lding drawings. The
interviewer kept running records summarising what was said, making rough
sketches or the child's images, and numhering these to note the sequence in which
they were drawn. Detailed transcriptions of parallel streams of images and verbal
and non-verbal comlllunication were then compiled to form the basis ft)r analysis
of the chi ldren' s representations.
These drawings-stories illustrated the young children's Illultimodal worlds.
which materialised through their graphic-narrative play and through the
expressive enactments and vocalisatiolls that accompanied their artwork-stories.
Through open-ended meaning making, children's rich, imaginative worlds were
cOlllmunicated using two, intimately connected modes, namely the:
-- l1o/1-l'erhal (i.e., graphic depiction stemming tj'om imagery and visllalispmiall
motor memory: hodily kinaesthetic communication through "cnaetion" and
expressive gesture): and
verhal (i.e., story, expressi ve vocal isatioll and sound etlects).
Particularly when presented with the concept of "what the future will he like",
ch ildren' s consciollsness were Iiherated to roam through an extended present. and
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tn speculate on futures yct to come (Eckersley, 1999; Page, 1(94). In thc process,
they created and rc-created images, ideas and feelings lIsing a rich amalgam of
both Inntasy and reality, both literally and metaphorically (Wright, 200 I).
A developmental semiotics style of analysis was used to interpret the drawings
stori...~s (Athey, 1990; Golomb, 2004; Kress, 1997: Matthews, 200 I, 2004; Wright,
in press). Gcneral classilication of emergent codes began with a broad taxonomy
that included:
children's concepts of living things, their environments and sociocultural
patterns; and
children's IClI'ms of communication (image, story, gesture, expressive
voeali~ation).

Subsequent coding categories and subcategories emerged and became elaborated as
additional examples sllrf~lced new concepts. Results revealed that children's
depictions of Futures were virtually boundless, and the techniques and forms of
communication they used to execute the topic were unique, involving cross-modal,
embodied 1~1l'Ins of cI)mmunication.
Mu/tilJ1odality: Till.' Central RoIL' otEmhodil1lL'nI in "Graphic-Narrative Play"

Dyson's (1986, 1992. 1997,2003) writings on children's symbolic and imaginative
worlds has been seminal in foregrounding the cross-modal expressioll of young
children. However, the orientation of hcr analyses is grounded in sociology and
popular culture, and within a Literacy (i.e., capital "'L") construct that appears to
privilege print text, supported by other modes of learning, such as drawing or
Authors Theatre. Similarly, Kress's (1997, 2000a, 200b) seminal research also has
been predominantly through a Literacy-based lens, but it includes descriptions of
how young children '5 communications are more metaphoric and synesthetic than
older children's and adults'.
The construct of cross-modality has been described more predominantly from
an artistic lens by Golomb (2004) and Matthews (200 I, 2004). Golomb describes
how children's graphic expression discloses more than what a purely verbal
account might. and can capture the excitement and pulse of child art. However, she
provides very few examples which illustrate the richness of integration that occurs
across the graphic, verbal and bodily kinaesthetic worlds of childrcn, or captures
the richness or chi Idren 's thought or emotional processes during symbol tormation.
In contrast, Matthews's tl1CLlS on infants' and toddlers' mark-making toregrounds
"action representations" and illustrates how the child's physical movements,
his/her trail of the brush on paper, and the movement of imaginary objects are all
compressed into the visual-Illotor act of creating.
This construct of action representations does not appear to reside solely within
the realm of the infant/toddler, but continues into children's later development
(Wright, in press). Five- to eight-year-old children engage in the transduction of
meaning across domains through the integratioll of motion, vocalisation and mark
making. This phenomenon was acknowledged by the Wilsons, who described the
"visual narratives" of school-aged children as involving dramatic action, played out
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on a seemingly impersonal plane of pictorial fantasy, in which superheroes and
arch villains enact their struggles (Wilson. 1974; Wilson & Wilsoll, 1977, 1(79).
As will be illustrated in this chapter, similar modes of communication took
place as children engaged in creating intimate and interactive bridges between
domains while drawing and describing their ideas about the future. Four key
processes that were illvolved are described below:
I. Integrating visllal-.spatial imagel)' (Ind the bo((l'. Increased attention is being
given to the cognitive functions of imagery and the body as sources of order,
which exceed that of language and logic (Best, 2000a, 2000b: Johnson, 1991:
Ross. 2000; Walker, 2000). Images are similar to stopped-action frames, or
visual impressions of actions. Children create and then re-create these images
during the process of meaning making and meaning manipulation. Yet sllch
imagery and symbolic representation are not always confined to the paper.
Indeed, the boundary between the self and the artwork-story were
often blurred, and there appeared to be a compelling need for children to
dralllatise or physically demonstrate their ideas, partly to clarify to the
"outsider-observer" the actions of characters, or the movement or physical
characteristics of objects. In addition, the role of the body also seemed to be
deeply imbedded in the children's act of meaning making itself: as they came
to know or understand that which was being created.
2. Representing the world using symbols.
Enacting. imagery and symbolising
(Bruner, 19(6) are significant components of the visual arts, and symbols are
used to made ideas and experiences a public, shared form of communication
(Golomb, 2004; Kress, 1997: Matthews, 200 I, 2004: Wright, 200Ja, 2003b).
Key processes include the integration of thought, emotion and action; turning
action into representation; "reading" and "writing" using artistic symbols; and
communicating via a unique "language" (i.e., text and artistic discourse).
3. Meaning making within fluid stmctl/l'es and "/'Illes ".
There is an intimate
interplay between story, graphic symbolisation and expressive gesture!
vocalisation in children's depictions. Children's feelings and identifications
with characters and objects may shill throughout the representation, and the
sequencing of events does not necessarily follow adult-defined linear
structures (Wright, in press). Indeed, as in play, children otten improvise and
sometimes "deliberately violate expectations for cel1ain words and acts just for
thejoy ofiC' (as cited in Haas-Dyson, 1997, p. 14).
4. Authoring through "graphic-narrative play n. Through drawing/storytelling,
the child's integration of imagery and body is similar to how socio-dramatic
play unfolds-the child makes and manipulates representations in abstract
ways. However, there is no child-to-child interaction in a social sense. Instead,
graphic-narrative play, a term I will use to describe such play encounters. is a
personal fantasy-based experience depicted 011 paper. It involves layers of
visual action, character development, plot scheme, scenery and running
narrative working in harmony, simultaneously (Dyson, 2003; Wilson, 1974;
Wilson & Wilson, 1977, 1979; Wright. in press).
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In social play. children
en have to negotiate to take certain roles, to
shape the direction and flow of the content. and to work around other socially
mandated situational constraints. However, in graphic-narrative play, the child
becomes a "cast of one", taking on multiple roles~allthor, artist, director.
scripter, performer. narrator. The child can become all the characters, change
the plot. layer the action and alter the scenery at will, and select when and how
to play with all the available voices offered through the l11ultimodal media
(drawing. story. dramatisation. movement). Through decision making, the
author infuses personal meaning and makes wilful choices about the objects
and events within the symbolic depiction of what Bruner (1986) calls
"possible worlds".
Many of the children's drawings-storytellings were embodied experiences~
children did not separate their thoughts and feelings frol11 the physical elements of
their communication. However, it should be clarified that embodied participation
in graphic-narrative play was 011 a different plane from general "while-in-thought"
gesturing. snch as a child closing hisiher eyes while thinking, putting fingers
in the mouth, drumming fingers on the desk, or chewing the fingernails while
contemplating the next component of the artwork-story. Rather, embodied
representation was characterised by the amalgamation of spatial, visual. oral and
bodily kinaesthetic dimensions in such a way that the combination of authorial
devises became more than just the sum of their parts.
The eight key themes that emerged from the data, which illustrate embodiment
during graphic-narrative play, and the number and gender of the children who
represented these themes are presented in Table I. Of particular interest are the
shaded components of the table, which indicate that a large proportion of the
8-year-old boys depicted physical forces and sequences of events in their drawings
stories, compared to girls of the same age. This and other gender-related issues will
be discussed in greater detail in subsequent papers.
TaMe I. rl11hodill/el/( (1/<.'1111.'.1' ofprrschool, I'rill/my I (flld
(Ir(t\I'il/gs-.\'(ories ofFlllllrc.\"

3 hoys ' ol1d girls'

Girls

/Jon'

Total

.,,

n

4

10

"

T

4

18

2. Animating the Slatic

3

0

(,

9

.'.

2

3

7

12

4. Scnsory COllllectiolls

0

()

0

:;

5, Dcpicl ing Ph) sical lorclCs

3

13

17

0

3

3

7

()

0

cJ

7

0

7

()

78

7

I'
Body Position and Enaclion

,

<iraphk: Ikvices/Movclllcnl

6. l.cal ing Tmccs-oJ'-Mo"lCllllCllt
7. Dcpicting Scqllcnccs

,

or En;llls

:2

&, MClonymic I'nilctmcnt

.5

Total

20

20

3&

4

T

S

6

18

2

"

7

16

8

20

I

4

.5

2

5

21

2

2

9

()

0

0

7

0

(J

0

7

17

20

44

122

2

5

36
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Examples from Depicting Physicaf Forces and Depicting S"'f,u!nees o( El'eIllS
will be discussed in greater detail in the next section to illustrate an example of one
Grade:; boy's embodiment during his graphi..:-narrative play. Although this boy's
artwork-story-enactment was one of about a dozen "star" examples within the
total sample, because it was particularly imaginative and included several
subcomponents of the Emhodiment themes, there were numerous examples of
children's embodiment during their graphic-narrative play.
Figure I, which Joshua titled "'rhe Futurc", dcpicts a semi-trailer taxi that
carries ears.
"And when you need a rest you just can go to sleep, and that [semi-trailer]
travels wherever you want it to go. It's like a taxi carrying lots of cars." [The
cars slispended from the ceiling of the taxi have 'zzz' word balloons above
them to show that the drivers are 'having a snooze'],"
Joshua's tilturistic story-drmving includes many refercnccs to safety issues and
surveillance methods to prolect people. "This is dirt. and the ... in [Ihe] dirt they
have sort of like ... cr... lIl11 ... underground cameras, so the underground cameras are
all along... And the other cars that arc coming toward don't know there's cameras."

hgl/rt! I. Joshl/u 's "Skl' !'"I,.,,!'>
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"In case like. one of the car drivers thinks they might take over driving... like,
sort of like murder the person [driver] that's trying to take them where they
want. because it [taxi] like, can't go that fast. So if any criminal or that he
doesn't know, that he probably thinks lim, if he tries to bash him up, the
cameras will just beep real real loud, and they'lI just
a signal to the Sky
P[ltrol [top right-hand section]. So that the Sky P[ltrol can sort ofhe[lr them,"

We/I there's certaill/\' (/ lot o/C1!11trols

Oil

people.

iSI1',

there?

Yeah, 'C[luse they dOll't want any crimes in the city or on the roads,

Right. S'o aI/ orthis is il1

(/1/

etJilr/...

Yeah, from the cOlinciL ..or whoever made it.
Does it se<.'111 to lI'()rk:'

WelLwel1 it has worked the most times they've used it but. it might have a
fault in iL. .. So if there's a fault in it, the criminals could just gel away, get
away with it

AI1//1//

/11/1111,

Here's a ... there's a sort of like camera just in the corner of the back lof the
sel1li-taxi] ... to detect all the cars ... tI1l1t there's no sort of like guns in there.
fililllli

1111//11. And what lI'ould they do \I';th /l1el/l theil, lrhel1 they }!,ot....

Oh. they probably just take them back to the Sky Patrol. Sort of like ... Sky
Patrol station.
;\/111111

hlllll1... ulld lrhat

Oh, probably

A1111111

11'01ild

ther do to them?

them a fine, or take them in jailor court.

11111111.

The Sky Patrol also serves an ambulance role:
"Sometimes like ... in case there's a crash, or something like thaL.um, a car
crash or something...they just land, somewhere near it. And they get out, if
any injured people they just get out their stretcher, and take them back to the
hospital. So they're a bit of like ... a bit of on-the-ground police. and otf..the
ground police."
There arc a number of action lines in the drawing that show movement. stich as
the hover lines below the double-direction helicopter, the "ramming" lines in tront
of the plane as it rams into the back of the double helicopter, flames at the back of
the Sky Patrol and exhaust "putfs" from the back, front or top of the various
ground vehicles. Numerolls zigzag lines are drawn (e.g., from the brown aerial up
to the helicopter. from the sun to the front of the semi-trailer taxi, and from the top
of the taxi to the Sky Patrol). These
lines depict a number of concepts
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linked to physical forces, such as radar. temperature control. heat detection and
crime detection. which are described in Table 2.
[(i/'/e 2. Depicling plirsiCII//i)rces

Radal'

Hadar (lml heal i/eledioll

"J

(Dra\\s dark green rectangular shape wilh a
"V" cut into it '-II the lop bat:k orthe scmi
trailer taxi. Green /igzag lin.: going Irom this
to the back section oftht: sk) patrol plane,)

(Draws multiple-coloured ra) sal the bottom
of the l11ulti-coloured SUIl. top len-hand
corner, )

"I made a little radar on the s.:mi-trailer, It's
a sort of square with a. sorl of lik.:. cake
piece oul ofil. .. lhal detects like all hot
tilings, like tire and the still:' (Gestures with
pen in hand 10 indicate these features.)

"It's not really just yellow that's shining
I'WI11 the Still. it's like", pink ... and
green., ,and the sun is sorl 01' like di l'lCrent
colours. The slin itself", is bille and yellow.
and dilkreni. lots of dinerent colours,"
(Draws a purple zig/ag line coming lip from

k/l11l/1l11.

"And like all the engines. it detects the
engines, And sometimcs when it hits the
cngines. the sky planes could go
down ... becau ...

the steering wheel or the semi trailer. lip to
Ihe sun. with "splash" t}pe lines at each cnd
to sholY eonlact.)

'·It's \olullled by someone. llill. it's volumed
by the person in the trllck, semi-trailer. .. how
hot it goes and how cold it goes:'

/1 looks like a salellile dish, doesn'l il .. a/ld il
.\/mlll, so, lI'hat:' 71!a/ 1)(!rSOIl can cOlltro/lhe
deleels a/l sorls o/Ihings.
.1'/111, C(tll t!tCl-:'

'·i'v1mm."

··Yeah."
(Adds a browil.
aerial at the top li'on(
orthe scmi-trailer taxi. with a hori/ontallinc
at the (op. and two slllall upward lin.:, Irtlill
the tips ol'lhis line.)

IVhm '.I' Ilwe
"An aerial."
And \\'hat docs that conned 10'1 What can
they sort of eontad'?
"They can. tllll. oh Ihe) can listen to the
radio. and they can conI act. Ulll. the
helicopter and Ihal rocket,"

I/ow do Ihel' do Iha!:'
"Well. a special sort of like n:nlOte controL"
(Draws a pink zig/ag line eOllling dO\\n from
the Stili. parallel to the purple one going up 10
the sun. with 'splash' lines where it contacts
the cab of the semi trailer.)

Oh .. So Ihev

CWI cOlltrollhe h£'lIt"

..y c'ih. and the eoldnes;'-',

(Draws several. parallel pink. blue. black and
brown zigzag lines in the section Hilder the
cab. taking on the contours 01" tllal area.)

(Collnects a red zigzag line from the brown
aerial to the red seclion orthe double
helicopter, Adds alternaling long and shorl
"SO ... lllcrc's lighl blue and d'lrk blue in
can take out the ... sort
lincs underneath Ihe red section of the double Ihere. And. um.
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(:vlakcs an ill1plkit connection betwccn (he
slin 's energ,' amI the cars inside the scmi by
,HIding onc black linc in the rays cominl:!
li'omthc slIn and small black dots to cach or
the bn)\\n antcnnae on top Oreacll orthc
small cars.)

And thcy can kaye in sort or like the enId
colours. likc bluc and grcen,"'

In addition to depicting the many sophisticated concepts of council surveillance,
heat detectors. and a "volumed sun", Joshua's graphic-narrative play includes
several ()ther sequences of events, These sequences involve other action-based
cars hooking up to the ceiling of the semi-trailer taxi
ideas. sllch as "hooking"'
so the drivers can rest, and cars "unhooking" to exit alit the back of the taxi when
they want to reslIme driving), In addition, the Sky Patrol can hook (and "Slick") on
to the back of an offending aircraft if it is. for instance, trying to ram the back of a
double helicopter, 'fable 3 illustrates three hooking action-events. which appear to
serve as a unifying device throughout the drawing-story, lending a plot thread
to the graphic-narrative play in a similar way to how the zigzag energy lines
provide physical forces and cause-and-eftect connections (i,e" driver-to-pilot
coml11unication and temperature control),
Illhie

Cars

3, f)<!piClillg ,I('(I"<!IICI!S O/L'l'C!IIIS

Ilookillg

l'almllO hock

10

(Draws a ramp orr (h.:
back or (h~ ~cmi, \\ ith
(\\ 0 black ';,Irs IlHl\ illg
up (h~ ramp into the
(mek. with 11l0\'Clllcn(
lines b..:hind lh..:nL)

"Ifany plane's likc",tl'yill' loland
nther ain:ralls, (hat Sky Patrol can
jusl COIllC along and just hook 'cm
wilh a hook, , I'l11jllst going tn draw
a, sort or likc a. funny type ofpl:1I1c
to ram a helicopter."

,';0, sorl or e(l/I nlll

,\'0

Ihl!rC! 's " Sky Pal!'Or

drin' OI//lil!rC! whill! il's

going along, cun YOll:)

"Y..:ah. Youjust drivc
lip. and (hen you
hookcd up ... on(o
and thcn it drin:s
\\ her..:'..:!' ~ Oll \\ant., , ,"

"Y~ah. and he's 011 lillt). because
sOll1eone's trying to ralll that
helicopter."" .

(;\ solid blue section is addcd to the
rront or the planc. and red "striking"
lincs to show the plane ramming the
hd icop(cr.)

COl'S 0111

IiIxi

"Oh yeah. you can easily
just 12-el 01'1' heeause. till!.
like there' s another wheel
there. and there's a tUllnd
through. betwccn the
wheels juslthcrc. and
jllst. .. the hooks just lower
you do\\'n. and then you
just drive beside it. like
ovcrtaking it."
(Small pink car with a
long pink hook lowering
the car to a tUllnel area just
behind the front wheel or
the sCl11i-traileL)
MIlIIIIIIl,

So whal's Ihis miter Jlllllle~ fliis is
Ihe 1I0ughly OIIC! is il. Ihat 's goil/g 10
1'11111 IhC!, (II, "Ioo/..',I like he has
/'(/l11l/1cdhilll,

·', .. or you couldjllst drive
backwards. through the
tunnel."
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"Yeah,"
Allli so tlU!I1 whol ha ,,\,hal does Ihe
Ski' 1'(111'0/ do:'

"Oh. Iw has .. ,"
Sellds

0111 (/

hook or sOlllelilillg, dol's

{,e:'
"Yeah. I'm just going. to on\\\ on"."
(Y"llow line bdow the sky palrol.
\\ ilh a blat" hook at the end,)
"It sort oflikc ... it stops them Ihllll
g.oing (lilY further ... And the~ h(\\'e (\
little. sort or like slicking thing that.
like sLIcks Oil to the back or their
enginc so they can't 1110\C any
furthcr. ..
(Orangc lines connccting ramming
planc to S,,) patrol.)
\/111111.
(IS

So ii's a Wdi,JII1ililig (IS \1'('/1

a hoo/i.

.. y cah. The hook is on the Ihlllt one.
hut the 'iIH:tion thing is on the hack:'
(Adds a black cllrvc at thc bottom nr
th..: hook at lhc Iron! orti1..: Sky
Patrol". Adds a longer black lim: to
Ih..: orange sllction line at th..: hack or
the Sky Patrol and a large hlad,
hiH.:k\\arus-C shape. Fills ill the C
wilh orange. and small red "sllction"
lincs. )

Joshua's sequencing of [he story and/or picturing of events and o~jects evolved
through an interactive relationship between words,
and gestures. Yet these
did not unfold as a linear sequence of events. nor did they conform to adult-defined
sequence structures. Rather, Joshua's ideas and depictions shi tted in and out of the
overall framework. where the complete structure of the graphic-narrative play
eVlllved in bits and pieces. He frequently was one step ahead of the interviewer.
explaining the t11eaning of what he had just drawn while simultaneously drawing a
new concept. In addition. he returned to previous images fI'equently to elaborate his
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ideas with visual detail, and extended the story line in relation to these new
concepts. This revisiting of concepts provided the plot thread that is essential to
[lny good storyline, [lnd allowed the graphic-IJ[lrmtivc play to feature other story
qualities, such as:
- tension, such as the Sky Patrol hooking/sucking on to the delinquent aircraft;
and
- the interplay between good and evil, such as the on-the-ground [lnd otT-the
ground Sky P[ltrol police-ambulance. with affiliated camera surveillance to
catch people with guns and take them to jai I or court.
In many ways, there was an intimate interplay between the narration and the
graphic depiction of objccts. events and feelings. This interplay was clarified and
accentuated through:
- gmphic narration, such as ''I'm just
to draw one [Sky Patrol hook] now"
[to illustmtc what he was just talking about];
graphic conceptl/ol lillks, such as adding a black ray from the sun's rays.
1()llowed by small black dots on top of the car antennae. to extend the explicit
connection between the large aerial on top of the semi-trailer taxi and his
comment, "they can listen to the radio. and they can contact, um, the helicopter
and that rocket";
pointing (/11£1 gestllring while describing content, sllch as "you can easily just get
off [the semi-trailer taxil because, Um' like there's another wheel there. and
there's a tunnel through. between the wheels just there";
graphic d:rices to symbolise movement, sound and physical forces, such as
helicopter hover lines. jet fumes. ground vehicle exhaust puffs, back-of-semi
door-raising lines, car-entering actions lines, ramming lines, zigzag radar lines,
"splash" lines on the sun and the cab of the scmi-trailcr, air-conditioning flow
lines inside the cab, zzz "snooze" bubbles from the car drivers, and sun energy
lines; and
metaphors to express ideas in such a way that a concept from one domain is
mapped on to another. slich as the sun being "powered" by the semi-trailer taxi
driver. who could parcel out either hot or cold colours to heat or cool the
temperature in the cab and the back of the truck.
Although Joshua's highly imaginative graphic-narrative story was exceptional in
that it included many of the elements described above, many children in the study
used similar techniques on a less grand scale. In particular, gestures helped many
children in the study to clarify their content and enhance aspects of their artwork
that might not be depicted easily in a still, two-dimensional format (Wright, 200 I,
200]c. in press). This included:
- pointing to the location of content being described;
gesturing beyond the piece of paper to refer to objects or events not included in
the drawing (e.g., "my house is over the mountain");
gesturing in the air to describe the physical characteristics of an object (e.g.,
showing the shape of a t~lSt sports car);
- standing lip to denwnstrate an action being depicted (e.g., fishing);
- pointing to their own body parts to show similarities to the characters drawn;
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-

using hand movements to show how the person in the picture works a remote
control to monitor the movements of cars;
using hand and arm gestures to illustrate how fuel tanks in space float arollnd
and "break oft" from the master ship;
linking repetitive words to illustrate concepts, such as llsing fingers to walk up
drawn steps while saying, "See! Step, step. step", or pllshing a thumb into the
paper to illustrate how a backhoe shifts the earth, while saying, "It's gotta go
dig ... dig ... dig .. ,dig... dig"; and
lIsing both hands to lift the piece of paper off the table to demonstrate how the
objects and people inside a spaceship all "have balancing stuff', and everything
has to be "balanced",
Like Joshua. many of the children in the study also lIsed fantasy and futuristic
concepts in their depictions of the future (e.g., see Wright, in press, for examples of
a drawing-story of a 6-year-old girl. entitled Magic .'l/OI:I'). Most of the children's
descriptions of these ideas were expressed positively. slich as being able to clone
your favourite pet or plant if it dies, However. many also expressed concerns about
isslies sllch as global warming. overpopulation. and careless or selfish destruction
of the oceans, air and forests (e.g,. an 8-year-old boy's concerns for the survival of
the planet. which he entitled Pollillion. in Wright, in press).
Through such multimodal meaning making. the children in the study-like
most artists-invented their worlds in other-worldly ways. These worlds are rich
with integrated graphic. narrative and bodily kinaesthetic forms of symbolic
expression. Artistic meaning-making integrates the visual. spatial. aural and
physical modes. and includes the worlds of still (and moving) images. sounds,
textures, gestures, and many other forms ofsyrnbolising. Through the arts, children
have opportunities to engage in unique forms of meaning making. knowing and
communicating, through the use of discourses and a rangc of texts that connect the
body. thought and emotion.
Yet such graphic-narrative play often can be suppressed in institutionalised
education. largely due to the social and cultural dominance of literal language and
wrillen modes of expression (Kress, 2000a, 2000b; Wright, 2003a). In schools and
society in general. communication and understanding have traditionally been seen
to take place predominantly through language, and words have been considered to
be the primary, if not only. means for doing intellectual work, Consequently. the
curriculum often is word-bound, and oral discourse is considered to be the
key method for children to make meaning (e.g., children are often expected to
demonstrate their understanding by being asked to "say it in your own words").
Such curriculum practices may be relllled to the underlying assumptions of a
"speech logic" viewpoint-that is. if something is not expressed through language,
it is considered to be outside rational thought, outside arliculate
Yet, a l11ultimodal approach to education should encompass a full range of
expressive and communicative avenues, including gesture, graphic representation,
play, music, mime and dance. where children can use a variety of representative
forms of expression, and where all modes of meaning making are treated with
an equal level of dignity and importance (Goodman. 1984: Eisner. 1994: Luke &
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Elkins. 1998), Learning in ~nd through the arts cultivates cognitive abilities that
integrate feeling and thinking in ways that make them inseparable. As Dewey
described it. while science states meaning, the arts express meaning. We appeal to
expressive form to say what literal language can never say, as explained by Eisner
(2002):
We build shrines to express our gratitude to the heroes of 9! II because
somehow we find our words inadequate. We appeal to poetry when we bury
and when we marry. We situatt: ollr most profound religious practices within
compositions we have choreographt:d. What dot:s our need for such practices
say to us about the sources of our lInderstanding and what do they mean for
how wt: t:ducate? (p. 8)
Education should provide a central role for making artistic links between
expressive fl1flll and content. This is because such experiences often move us and
reach the deepest part of our interior world, The surge of emotion we fet:1 when
toucht:d by the arts is what should be nurtured in students. Eisner (2002) appt:aled
to u~ lor the creation of a new culture of school, where together, teachers and
students explore ideas. engage in critical inquiry and stimulate an appetite f()I'
learning. He described education as having "as much to do with the cultivation of
dispositions as with the acquisitions of skills" (p. II).
We cannot leave artistic symbol systems and semiotic modes of learning outside
the realm of meaning making and communication without our schools. Otherwise,
tht: arts become relegated to minor roles in the curriculum, and the social
construction of learning continues to privilege the disciplines of literacy and
numeracy (Wright ~005). As described in this chapter, children's meaning making
occurs in l11ultimodal ways. through the integration of visual-spatial imagery
and the body, by representing the world using symbols, and by working within
fluid structures and "rules", Making room tor children's voices, through authorial
mcans such as graphic-l1o,.,.olire play, is one step in the dircction of what Eisner
described as a "new vision of what education might become and what schools
are for" (p. I I).
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